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2017 (and the worst of 
a wonderful season)

IT IS very possible that I will never get over 2017  From 
a cricketing perspective, it was the year when it all came 
right in such unexpected fashion  Supporters of any sports 
team learn to live in hope rather than expectation  Deep 
down, even the most sour-faced misanthrope in the stands 
always retains an inkling that this could be their year, that 
youngster might just come good or the old warhorse has 
one more victory left inside  

We fans have to believe this, we must  If reason and 
experience fully triumph in the fight for our expectations 
there would be no point in watching any sport, let alone 
one as derided and ignored as English domestic cricket  
The context for this tale, both on the pitch at Chelmsford 
and inside my head, was moulded by the events of 2017  
Let us deal with the cricket first 

While there was much to admire in the opening 
game with Lancashire at Chelmsford, no one would have 
labelled Essex champions-elect  Only a stoic, seven-hour 
141 not out from Dan Lawrence stopped the visitors 
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from claiming victory  This game saw the debut of South 
African-born spinner, Simon Harmer, who becomes a 
leading actor in this story  A little over two years later 
his exploits would see him lauded as the club’s best ever 
overseas signing  Neil Wagner, an aggressive left-handed 
pace bowler from New Zealand with a liquid action, also 
made his Essex bow at Chelmsford  He would announce 
himself by taking six Somerset wickets in the second 
innings of the next Championship game at Taunton  That 
performance still left Essex chasing a daunting 255 batting 
last  However, Alastair Cook, available and batting for the 
first time since relinquishing the England captaincy, hit 
110  By the time he was dismissed, the visitors were 39 
runs from victory with wickets to spare 

That 19-point haul in the West Country was the first 
Division One victory by Essex since July 2010  They had 
been languishing in the second tier since then and only 
won promotion the previous season  That is why the season 
to follow seemed like a fairy-tale and, though the odds 
were far shorter and the financial disparity much greater, 
it can be talked about in the same breath as Leicester 
City’s stunning Premier League triumph in 2015/16 

Ten Doeschate’s team would be labelled Invincibles at 
the end of the season for remaining unbeaten throughout  
Their doggedness and ability to turn around difficult 
positions was obvious from these early fixtures  However, 
only a huge stroke of luck kept a 0 under the letter L in the 
table after the game at Lord’s at the end of April 

The top three Middlesex batsmen, Sam Robson, Nick 
Gubbins and Steve Eskinazi, all hit centuries as the home 
side declared on a daunting 507/7 and then dismissed 
Essex for 295  The weather forecast was poor yet home 
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captain James Franklin eschewed the follow-on and 
used up 36 overs to add 239/3 in the second Middlesex 
innings  Essex were 19/0 overnight and I went along to 
Lord’s on the last day sure of defeat, but I had not been 
to the home of cricket to see my team in a few years  
Cricketing cathedrals such as Lord’s are strange places 
on mundane afternoons in the County Championship  
It is akin to visiting a historic battlefield, with echoes 
of the past around every corner  I picked out the place 
I sat as a child when Joel Garner extracted the middle 
stump with a throw from the boundary to enact a run-
out against England  Later that afternoon when the Red 
Stripe had taken full effect, an ebullient West Indies fan 
would chastise the home supporters when they graciously 
stood for another Viv Richards half-century by snapping: 
‘Sit down, sit down, that is nothing more than we expect ’

Essex had seemed likely losers at Lord’s since the end 
of day two  However, the batsmen dug in amid numerous 
stoppages  Even Ravi Bopara curtailed his natural stroke-
making tendencies as he trudged to 32 off 93 deliveries in 
just over two hours  Finally, with 13 overs left and Essex 
160/8, Wagner and Aaron Beard marched sharply off the 
pitch after the umpires declared bad light once again  The 
visitors went home with eight points and their unbeaten 
record intact  It was as close as they would come to defeat 
in the Championship all season 

Essex had not enjoyed consecutive campaigns in the 
top division since the County Championship split in two 
at the turn of the millennium  They had yo-yoed in the 
early years after the separation but then settled into the 
second division despite a host of finishes just outside the 
promotion places  In that context, most fans would have 
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settled for a safe season – one point above the relegated 
teams might be enough  Until the end of May, the team 
had shown they had been hard to beat  A crucial quality, 
but Cook had been central to their solitary victory and 
he would be on England duty later in the campaign  The 
performance against Hampshire at Chelmsford was the 
first sign of the destructive qualities that would bring ten 
wins, twice the tally of anyone else that season 

On the first day, Nick Browne was dismissed from the 
fifth ball and Tom Westley was bowled by Kyle Abbott 
with four balls scheduled to go in the day  In between, 
the latter joined Cook in a 243-run partnership, the best 
for any wicket against Hampshire  Given that start, the 
Essex first innings score of 360 may have been a little 
disappointing  However, the bowlers would make it appear 
mountainous  Hampshire lost five wickets with the score 
on 18 and only an eighth-wicket partnership of 75 lifted 
them to 115 all out  Jamie Porter finished with stunning 
figures of 14-5-24-5 

This seemed to happen consistently throughout the 
2017 campaign  The opposition would barely reach 20 
before a couple of batsmen had returned to the pavilion 
and the crowd would not clap the half-century until they 
were four-down  Hampshire were 50/5 in the second 
innings following on and were beaten by an innings 
and 97 runs in two-and-a-half days  The win put Essex 
top of the table by a point from Surrey, who arrived at 
Chelmsford next  Again, the visitors lost early wickets 
on the opening day  This time Matt Quinn shared the 
scalps with Porter as the visitors slumped to 31/5 in the 
opening 50 minutes  However, Surrey would be 303/2 
for the remainder of the day as an imperious Kumar 
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Sangakkara shared a stand of 191 with Sam Curran  For 
the Sri Lankan, it was his fifth hundred in successive 
innings  Only seven other people had achieved this in 
first-class cricket with just C B  Fry, Mike Procter and 
Don Bradman adding a sixth  I was sat on the top deck of 
the Tom Pearce Stand when Sangakkara made history by 
reaching three figures  Everyone rose to their feet  When 
the 39-year-old doubled that tally, Cricinfo pointed out 
that there was no discontent, only appreciation  County 
cricket supporters understand greatness even if it happens 
to be making their team grovel  Apart from Curran’s 90 
and Stuart Meaker’s late 49, there was precious little 
support for Sangakkara and a century from Lawrence saw 
Essex’s 383 nudge them in front after both first innings 
were complete  Surrey seemed to be serenely playing out 
the day before Porter took 5-15 in 27 balls and soon after 
Westley took a return catch to dismiss Sangakkara 16 runs 
short of a sixth century, but the game would peter out  

The doughty Porter ended the game with figures 
of 9-160 and was already looking like a key contributor 
again  In 2014, he had told the Brentwood Gazette: ‘To be 
honest, I had almost given up on ever playing the game 
professionally  Last year I was working in an office, just 
playing on a Saturday and it wasn’t really working out  
But this season has completely changed it around for me  
I think just that change of attitude has really worked for 
me and given me the determination to do well ’

Porter was dismissed as too slow and ‘not doing enough’ 
for England recognition by the early judges and, as I write, 
despite two Championship medals on his mantelpiece, he 
has still not represented his country  A year or so later, 
he got into a minor Twitter spat with Kevin Pietersen 
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during which the highly talented former England batsman 
remarked ‘if playing for Essex is living the dream then f**k 
I have got it wrong’  Porter replied: ‘Just because you look 
down on county cricket doesn’t mean it doesn’t mean a lot 
to the blokes playing it but [I] guess you don’t see much 
past your own shadow ’ Understandably, the Essex bowler 
would delete his message but it was a perfect riposte and, 
in a way, lies at the heart of this book  Perhaps the fact 
that Porter came close to calling time on his cricket career 
before it had really started made him appreciate it all the 
more  Certainly, after a shaky start, he has proved to be a 
very successful county cricketer  This is so much more than 
most of us ever achieve  Yes, it is less than Pietersen but 
surely the most important aspects of sport and life are about 
fulfilling 100 per cent of your potential and improving 
the environment for those around you  By that measure, 
Porter has been more successful than Pietersen, whose 
England’s career was curtailed in its prime after continuing 
disruption and disagreement  I venture Sir Alastair Cook 
would probably admit he has less innate talent than the 
2005 Ashes hero but he ended up scoring thousands more 
runs at Test level  Sports fans are often guilty of viewing 
talent in a vacuum  It is a fundamental misunderstanding 
to see the exploits of ‘the gifted one’ as not underpinned by 
sheer hard work, existing outside of a team environment 
and almost possessing a licence to agitate  Fans love a 
match-turner and eulogise over the mavericks but, deep 
down, they really appreciate consistency, commitment and 
longevity  Insanely talented though he may be, there is 
no part of a Test or county ground named after Kevin 
Pietersen but then that is probably not how he judges his 
achievements  Each to his own  
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By the time Essex started their rapid return fixture 
against Surrey at Guildford they had lost top spot to 
Hampshire  But we were entering June and last year’s 
Division Two champions could now be classed as real 
contenders for the top prize this time  Looking back, 
the fixture might have been a key moment  Not ‘the’ 
key moment but one of many tests the team passed in 
this incredible season  Mark Stoneman’s 197 was the 
foundation of Surrey’s 399 all out in the first innings  
Essex were wobbling at 134/4 before Bopara and ten 
Doeschate added 120 for the fifth wicket  The Dutchman 
would finish unbeaten on 168, his highest Championship 
score for Essex at the time, as his team finished 435 all out  
Harmer’s 4-83 kept Surrey down to 288 in their second 
innings and, on a fast-scoring ground, Nick Browne (77) 
and Tom Westley (108*) shone as the visitors recorded an 
eight-wicket win  It looked straightforward in the record 
books but it was anything but and Essex had once again 
demonstrated a key virtue that season – different players 
stepping up at different times  The likes of Lawrence, 
Cook and Porter had already played key roles – this time it 
was ten Doeschate and Harmer  They had even overcome 
the loss of opening bowler Quinn, who was absent from 
the first day onwards with a back spasm  He would not 
play again that season because of a stress fracture but he, 
too, had made a contribution 

On the Friday before the game against Warwickshire 
began, Essex had endured an agonising last-over defeat 
in the semi-final of the Royal London One-Day Cup  A 
staggering 743 runs were scored in 99 3 overs in one of the 
greatest run-fests in domestic cricket history  The same 
square was used for the visit of the ‘Bears’ and Essex would 
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hit 541/9 declared in their first innings, albeit at a slower 
rate  Browne carved out a sluggish but crucial 84 off 244 
balls to set the foundation, then Ravi Bopara (192) and 
James Foster (121) shared a 229-run stand for the sixth 
wicket as the home side set up a daunting score  It was 
the former’s first Championship century for almost three 
years and, for the latter, it represented a return to batting 
form after Adam Wheater had kept him out of the side 
early in the campaign  Upon reaching the milestone he 
leapt up and punched the air three times  

Foster is one of my favourite ever Essex players  I have a 
weakness for wicketkeepers and this one was highly skilled  
He was selected for England A after just four appearances 
for his county and made his Test debut in India at the end 
of the following year  A broken arm, Alec Stewart and 
changes in selection policy meant Foster only won seven 
Test caps despite being hailed as the best keeper in the 
country  He finally won a Championship winners’ medal 
in 2017 and would retire at the end of the following season  
Looking back now, I wonder if Foster is content with what 
he achieved or bothered about what he did not? As you will 
find out, these are the questions that vexed me 

Harmer was starting to spin games the way of 
Essex  He took 6-92, his first Championship five-for, as 
Warwickshire were dismissed for 283 at Chelmsford and 
then 8-36 in the second innings as they mustered a mere 
94 following on  Aggregate figures of 14-128 from 66 
overs represented his career-best at the time  That sort of 
higher mathematics would become familiar in the years 
to come  

Essex had belief, momentum and a 14-point lead after 
seven games  They would start the second half of the 
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Championship season with the most incredible finish to 
a four-day game I have witnessed  The ECB’s experiment 
in day/night cricket, complete with a rather controversial 
pink ball, seemed to be ending with a whimper  The 
weather had not helped  Evening cricket in the last days 
of June conjured up visions of Panama hats and Hawaiian 
shirts  On the day, I was dressed like a kind of Essex-
themed Eskimo 

The home side had Middlesex by the scruff of the 
neck right from the start at 2pm on the first day  Wagner’s 
replacement, Mohammad Amir, had Nick Gubbins lbw 
with his sixth ball for the club then Nick Compton was 
caught behind off Porter in the following over to leave 
Middlesex 2/2  Middle-order defiance saw them to 246 
all out but Harmer spun out the tail, taking figures of 5-77 
in the process  Cook and Browne would put the visitors’ 
effort into context by amassing 106 without loss in the final 
36 overs  At the dinnertime interval, if that is the correct 
label, Essex had honoured one of its finest servants by 
renaming their pavilion after Doug Insole  The all-rounder 
had played 450 first-class games and captained the county 
throughout the 1950s, taking them from bottom-feeders to 
title contenders  In 1955, he amassed a gargantuan 2,427 
runs, including nine centuries  Those feats brought him 
an England recall, though his international career would 
consist of only nine caps  In fact, his post-playing cricket 
life would outshine his time in the middle, though Insole’s 
tenure saw turbulent times  He was chairman of England 
selectors when Basil D’Oliveira was initially omitted from 
the touring side to South Africa in 1968/69 and during the 
‘Packer Circus’ in the late 1970s  These moments loomed 
large in the obituaries published when he died little over a 
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month later  But his service to Essex CCC was well known 
and widely regarded  It was entirely fitting that he should 
take in the applause of the Chelmsford crowd one more 
time before his passing 

Day two against Middlesex was washed out and rain 
was still in the air for much of the third  However, Browne 
and Cook continued their steady domination, putting on a 
total of 373 for the first wicket  This was a record opening 
stand, breezing past the 316 between Graham Gooch and 
Paul Prichard in 1994 and the best partnership for any 
wicket in a game between the counties  Middlesex got 
the first wicket of the day at 6 55pm when Cook was 
caught off Ollie Rayner  But the punishment did not stop 
as Varun Chopra blazed six sixes in a 75-ball century  He 
was only playing as Tom Westley had left for England 
Lions duty after the first two days  Browne’s odyssey 
finally ended on 221 after 384 deliveries in just over 
eight and a half hours  The phrase ‘Daddy Hundred’ had 
always been associated with Graham Gooch  Renowned 
for his discipline and self-motivation, the opener would 
chastise himself for giving his wicket away at any time 
but especially when he had reached three figures and was 
‘set’  Cook’s powers of concentration at the crease were 
almost legendary; reportedly he believed long sessions as 
a chorister at Bedford School set the foundations  But this 
was the third successive time Browne had turned a century 
into a double century  His first hundred had come from 
240 deliveries and his second from 128  It was a day worth 
shivering in the stands to watch 

The final day was about survival for Middlesex, who 
were already fearing the drop after winning the title the 
previous season on the last afternoon against Yorkshire 
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in front of 10,000 spectators at Lord’s  The normally 
explosive Paul Stirling ground out 55 from 142 deliveries 
and opener Compton took up 381 minutes compiling an 
obdurate 120  There were just over 12 overs left in the day 
when he was lbw to Harmer playing no shot  Middlesex 
were six down and the South African had them all  I 
was hunched under an overcoat at the top of the Tom 
Pearce Stand and had started to contemplate leaving 
before Compton’s dismissal  The 9pm close was rapidly 
approaching, it was cold, I had a long drive home and 
Middlesex seemed to have enough fight left in them  

With six overs left to bowl, Essex still needed four 
wickets and had seemingly set up camp around the 
batsmen  Play was condensed into a playing strip and an 
area two yards all the way around  There had been oohs, 
aahs and intensity but Middlesex were hanging on with 
grim determination  Then Harmer had Ryan Higgins 
caught at slip and, three balls later, trapped Rayner lbw  
He had now taken all eight wickets in the Middlesex 
innings and, in that over, reignited the home side’s belief  
Dan Lawrence ruined that run but set up the victory by 
trapping Toby Roland-Jones in front  One more to go  
Four balls into the penultimate over, Harmer rapped No 
11 Steven Finn on the pads, the Essex players erupted and 
umpire David Millns raised his finger  There were less 
than 1,000 of us at Chelmsford that night, maybe only 
500  Around me, on the top tier of a stand beside a cricket 
field in rural Essex, every middle-aged man jumped up, 
broke into smiles and seemed happy to engage with those 
around him  What else but sport could do that?

I recorded some video of the celebrations on my phone  
Harmer raced off in the direction of the Felsted School 
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Stand pursued by his team-mates  Ten Doeschate broke 
away quickly to shake hands with the umpires and the two 
Middlesex batsmen, who adhering to cricket’s important 
niceties, stayed in the middle to walk off together  I looked 
back at my recording in researching this passage; the time 
stamp read 8:57pm and 27 seconds  Harmer finished the 
innings with 9-95, the first nine-for by an Essex bowler 
since Mark Ilott’s effort in 1995  He had taken 14-172 
in the game and recorded 28-300 in the space of a week  
Essex were now 29 points clear with eight of the 14 games 
played  The Championship was far from over but they 
were favourites, still unbeaten and, after this victory, an 
almost irresistible force  

My second-biggest regret of the 2017 season was not 
travelling to Yorkshire for the game at Scarborough  It is 
renowned as one of the most atmospheric, picturesque and 
traditional venues on the circuit and, being an outground, 
Essex only appear there periodically  A crowd of almost 
6,000 saw Mohammad Amir sear through their batting 
line-up and leave the home side 74/9 at lunch  The Pakistani 
would finish with figures of 11 2-4-18-5 as Yorkshire were 
dismantled for 113  Essex were 188/8 themselves at the 
close thanks largely to ten Doeschate’s cautious aggression 
but would add another 43 on the second morning  Then 
Mohammad Amir (5-54), ably assisted by Porter (4-41) 
saw Yorkshire dismissed for 150 on the stroke of tea  The 
visitors had completed victory inside two days  On top of 
the obvious ignominy, the early defeat was also a hefty 
blow to the coffers for this otherwise joyous festival  

It was the end of August and Essex were now 41 points 
clear, a difference that represented two solid defeats and 
they had the momentum of four straight wins  Surely 
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Somerset, mired in a relegation battle and lacking their 
two best bowlers, would put up little resistance? On a 
roasting Bank Holiday Monday morning, ten Doeschate 
won the toss and Chopra stroked successive boundaries 
in the first over  All seemed well in the world from an 
Essex perspective  An hour later they were 39/4 with the 
captain digging in to lift his team out of a deep, dark hole  
However, the Dutchman would join Nick Browne (44) 
and Foster in the pavilion for the addition of just eight 
runs in the 90s  The final three wickets gleaned a crucial 
51, with Mohammad Amir hitting five fours in an 18-
ball 22  Still, 159 all out represented a poor return for a 
title-chasing team  However, yet again in a time of crisis, 
someone found stellar form 

Harmer had been taking most of the headlines but 
Porter had been consistently picking up wickets, a feat 
that had brought an England Lions call-up  In the last 
session of the first day against Somerset, the paceman took 
centre stage, picking up high-quality wickets in the form 
of Marcus Trescothick, Tom Abell and James Hildreth  
Then Harmer and Mohammad Amir mopped up the tail 
at the start of day two, leaving Somerset with a lead of only 
five  At the close, in front of a crowd of 2,500 supporters, 
Essex had turned the game around  Eventually, they 
would leave Somerset chasing 289 for victory  Porter sliced 
through their top order then he and Harmer polished off 
the rest  The former took 7-55, taking his match figures to 
12-95  The title was starting to look inevitable  However, 
the next game was at the home of the only side with any 
hope of catching them, Lancashire 

In stereotypical fashion, it rained  A lot  Five sessions 
were lost to the weather, including the entire first day  
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Once play began, the most notable contributions were 
former England batsman Haseeb Hameed grinding out 
88 from 250 balls and debutant Sam Cook bowling Liam 
Livingstone to collect his opening first-class wicket  The 
game effectively ended at 4 10pm on the final day with 
substitute Essex captain Varun Chopra declaring at 202/8 
to prevent Lancashire picking up an extra bowling point  
They got on the M6 with their lead still at a healthy 36 
points  

By the time Essex went to Warwickshire for the 
penultimate game, the calculators were at the ready  The 
mathematics at Edgbaston and elsewhere could determine 
when the visitors would secure the title and if the home 
side were to go down  By now, Wagner had replaced 
Mohammad Amir as overseas bowler but it was Porter 
who reduced the home side to 12/2 after 15 deliveries  
Ten Doeschate had claimed an uncontested toss to take 
advantage of early conditions as the start times had moved 
to 10 30am now it was September  His bowlers did the 
rest  Only Dominic Sibley’s 76 saw Warwickshire squeeze 
past 200  Chopra’s 98 set up the Essex response of 369/9 
declared and suddenly we seemed to have a clear equation  
Victory in Birmingham seemed assured and second-place 
Lancashire were struggling at Somerset  It was coming 
together; an Essex victory would all-but secure the club’s 
first title in 25 years  A later lapse by Lancashire would 
make it mathematically certain 

This only dawned on me when I was a few pints deep 
at a ‘networking night’ that had actually started late in the 
afternoon in central London  It was held at a gentleman’s 
club, by that I mean the type full of wood-panelled walls, 
high net-worth individuals and the tacit misogyny, not 
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a strip joint  It sounds posher than it was and I was only 
there for the aforementioned networking, which for an 
introvert seems to be selling yourself to people you barely 
know in the hope of financial gain  To be honest, there 
seemed more morality and honesty in stripping  My 
abiding memory was paying over £30 for a single gin 
and tonic – that should tell you the story of the evening  
However, I was looking for a job and there were some 
influential people in attendance  We all know the most 
important work at a conference is undertaken in the pub 
afterwards and it was there that I fully caught up with the 
equation facing Essex at Edgbaston the following day 

Unfortunately, in true 1990s sitcom fashion, I was 
g’wann-ed into a couple more pints than necessary before 
shambling my way around the tube network and back to 
my house  Forewarned of a heavy night, my wife took 
responsibility for the school run the next morning but 
I woke up early enough to mull over a decision  Should 
I hot-foot it up to Edgbaston to drink in an historic day 
or stay here and nurse my head? I considered shuffling 
around some lifts to put off my other duties but, in the 
end, the train timetable rendered it almost impossible and 
those extra couple of beers were too much for me to drive 
in the morning  In retrospect, I should have taken up the 
challenge of the Great British transport system  But the 
bigger mistake was deciding to agree to ‘ just one more’ on 
a couple of occasions the night before 

Warwickshire were 25/4 in the first 12 overs with 
former England batsmen Jonathan Trott and Ian Bell 
becoming part of Sam Cook’s eventual 3-42  Porter 
and Harmer shared the rest  Reportedly there was no 
champagne for the team after the game at Warwickshire 
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but bubbly was sprayed for the cameras and waiting fans 
when the team arrived back at Chelmsford  

They would play the first couple of days of the 
penultimate game at Hampshire seemingly with a 
hangover  The home side compiled a regulation 254 in their 
first innings but, in reply, the champions-elect collapsed 
to 26/5 just before the end of day one  Kyle Abbott and 
Fidel Edwards did the damage, the former would add two 
more wickets inside four deliveries early on day two as 
Essex were bundled over for 76 and forced to follow on  It 
had been a sobering first six sessions  However, Lawrence 
and Bopara led a revival and, after a rain-affected third 
day, Foster and Wagner’s 82-run partnership for the ninth 
wicket helped the visitors set Hampshire 185 to win, an 
incredible turnaround in itself  Then Essex found another 
entrant in their revolving door of match-winners  In only 
his third Championship game, Sam Cook blasted through 
the top order as the home side fell to 12/4 and then 37/7  
When the paceman had Edwards caught behind in the 
30th over it completed the most remarkable victory in a 
season that was filled with such success  It was a display 
of stoic determination given the title was already secure 
and it preserved the team’s prized unbeaten record  Cook 
himself ended with figures of 11 4-6-18-5 as Hampshire 
were all out for 76, their lowest score since 1984  It was the 
first time Essex had won following on since 1999  That 
had been against Hampshire at Bournemouth, 25 years 
ago, the last year Essex had won the title 

The final game of the season was a procession  
Yorkshire claimed the bowling points they need to stay 
up on day one in the process of dismissing Essex for 227  
After that they folded  They were rolled over for 111 on 
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day two and, after the new champions set them a highly 
unlikely 451 to win, were all out for a mere 76 with Cook 
taking 5-20  

It was a pretty pitiful performance from the visitors but 
perhaps I was the only Essex fan who cared  I had to leave 
Chelmsford in the middle of the afternoon to collect my 
daughter from school  Ordinarily, I could have begged a 
favour but, today, she was making her debut for the school 
netball team  It was probably her first-ever competitive 
match in any sport and it had dominated her thoughts 
for weeks  So, having watched the team all season and 
marvelled at their fairy-tale exploits, my personal story had 
a plot twist in the final act  I missed the trophy lift, the 
lap of honour and all the champagne-sprayed photographs 
that would greet me in the next day’s papers  When Essex 
had last won the Championship I was still in full-time 
education, albeit the oldest possible end  That title was one 
of many  Not an after-thought but another fine victory by 
a hugely successful side that dominated the era   

Looking back, the 2017 season now seems almost 
surreal  It was so unexpected after years f lattering to 
deceive in Division Two  The team had been revitalised 
almost immediately when the triumvirate of ten 
Doeschate, coach Chris Silverwood and chairman of the 
cricket committee Ronnie Irani took charge  It is hard to 
recount the tale from April to September without lacing 
it with inevitability  It never seemed that way  In fact, it 
only seemed a possibility when the team was extending 
their lead in the second part of the campaign 

Sport has dominated my life, both personally 
and professionally but I consider the 2017 County 
Championship as not only my favourite but my most 
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important moment, partly for its merits but just as much 
because I desperately needed a joyful distraction at the 
time  Aside from the exploits of my favourite cricket 
team, 2017 was the worst year of my life  Again, this 
needs immediate qualification  No one died, no one was 
destitute  Actually, I was having one of my best ever 
financial years  My life was better than most of the UK 
but I was emotionally all at sea  I had been bold and brave 
in my career, eschewing the safe and securing and instead 
I followed the modern mantra of ‘going for it’  Rightly or 
wrongly, I felt that gamble had failed  Having been out of 
the country for a couple of years, I had returned to the UK 
with fresh eyes  I saw an angry nation that did not know 
its own mind and was consistently undermined by the self-
interest of the institutions that should be making it excel  

Depressed and feeling directionless, I did what a lot of 
middle-aged men do in such circumstances  I reverted to 
the comfort of what I knew  Initially, there was a reason 
for it  Those looking for reinvention in midlife are often 
urged to think back to what motivated them as a child  
The wonderful 7-Up documentaries produced by ITV, 
which have followed the lives of a group of children at 
seven-year intervals until they are pensioners, demonstrate 
this admirably  So often the broad pathways we use to plot 
our lives are set well before we reach our teenage years  
Sport has always loomed large in my life, so much so I set 
out to make it my career  In a time of emotional turmoil it 
seemed natural to centre on it again  But football seemed 
too angry and greedy now while the England cricket 
team possessed an untouchable corporate sheen  County 
cricket still had a sense of decency, decorum and almost 
chivalry  It had its fair share of rude reprobates too but it 
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2017 (AND THE WORST OF A WONDERFUL SEASON)

had retained some qualities some other sports had lost in 
their upward trajectories  I had never truly left the county 
game but now I needed to nuzzle in its bosom once more 

And this most wonderful waste of time delivered  It 
offered up a season of unadulterated joy for my team and I  
Chelmsford drew me further and further in as the season 
went on  The flexibility of my consultancy allowed me 
to see more games than any working man should  I sat 
there, forever alone but nearly always content  When I was 
not at the ground, my days were based around the online 
coverage  In the end, I tried to concertina my work before 
11am or after 6pm on matchdays as I knew the distraction 
would be too much and I manoeuvred one major job so I 
would be able to watch the culmination of the campaign 
against Yorkshire 

This may sound strange and it could seem a vast over-
reaction but I was swept along by the ever-growing story 
of success with a new cast of different characters  The 
distraction allowed me to adjust a little better to my new 
circumstances  My fear was that I had been fooling myself 
for decades and what I was experiencing now was cold, 
hard reality  Any previous success had been merely good 
fortune  In short, I had been found out  As the campaign 
wore on my mental chatter did not go away and, just as 
Essex started to seem assured of the title in August, I 
went to my doctor for some assistance  He recommended 
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) which would be 
administered by phone  The first call was a long list of 
introductory questions that I took in the Essex members’ 
car park in Meteor Way  They had rung me while I was 
driving to a game and an interminable tally of queries 
was thrown at me by a therapist with an icy demeanour  
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The call ran over, I missed the start of that day’s play and 
ironically little made me more depressed than that in 
2017  CBT was entirely ineffectual anyway  It involved 
talking, and I did not want to do that  I tried a few other 
wackier solutions, they were pointless too  I had done years 
of meditation  It was useful in taking the edge off the 
monotonous, self-defeating chatter in my head but my 
motivation was lacking  I exercised when possible but I 
had piled on weight while sinking lower and lower in the 
previous few years  The scales had always been a struggle 
and, if I am honest, a consistent precursor for a downward 
spiral  Yet, above everything, work was the key  Not money 
and not any old work either  As marketer and author Seth 
Godin calls it: ‘Meaningful work for people who care ’

Although I was earning enough money consulting, I 
knew the security of a new career would suit me better  This 
meant applying for jobs, which led to constant rejection, 
more insecurity, plus networking, which I detested  It 
was that which cost me a trip to Edgbaston to see Essex 
finally haul themselves over the line and secure the title  
That rankles  But missing the finale against Yorkshire and 
those effusive, first-in-a-generation celebrations has never 
truly bothered me 

My daughter’s team got royally thumped in their 
netball tournament that afternoon, losing all three games 
by some margin against much older and more organised 
teams  They were in danger of being whitewashed until, 
it the last game, they finally squeezed in a glorious goal 

The joy on her face amid the jumping, smiling mass 
of pre-teen girlhood is my favourite sporting moment of 
2017  Although, to be fair, that gloriously unexpected 
Championship victory by Essex CCC is a close second   
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Cambridge MCCU v Essex 
(and the unbeaten two)

Fenner’s, 26 March 2019

A COUNTY’S first-class season normally begins with 
a friendly match against a university side  It is nearly 
always chilly and spectators are sparse  Critics would say 
this represents the perfect curtain-raiser for the County 
Championship season ahead 

The label of ‘first-class’ only exists for the purpose 
of the statistics, as this is a warm-up in every sense  The 
batting or bowling orders can be switched to accommodate 
the needs of the team and gerrymandered declarations 
often crowbar some competitiveness in on the last day 

I had never been to Fenner’s and was unsure as to what 
to expect  In the end, it was a cosy venue, half of which 
was circled by functional, red-brick halls of residence for 
the university students  Behind a modest yet evocative 
wooden pavilion were buildings more in keeping your 
expectations of this famous seat of learning  The scene was 
an odd mix of gleaming spires, oak beams and squared-off 
student accommodation 


